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current spAnish LexicogrAphy Light sLogAn AndAmio

María Paz Battaner Arias 

AbstrAct. The article takes the item andamio (scaffold), which appears 
in the title of the magazine, which to go all over the description of 
this type by the main general dictionaries of the Spanish language. 
Subsequently collects new information provided by some of the 
Spanish corpus, preferably RAE’s Corpes XXI; continues with frequent 
combinations, provided by applications, such as those Corpes XXI and 
Sketchengine tools offer; Grammar is the last query to refine the plural 
andamios which is often used; it is the last search for new information 
using historical data. The findings highlight the need for a new approach 
to lexical dictionaries of the Spanish language.

Key words. Lexicography, monolingaul dictionary, Spanish language, 
corpora use, lexical combinations.

dictionAry And enunciAtion: the treAtment of prostitution in the drae

María Ángeles Calero Fernández

AbstrAct. This article reviews the evolution in the treatment of 
prostitution’s lexicon in the Real Academia’s Diccionario de la Lengua 
Española (DRAE). The aim is to identify the presence of subjective 
features in academic lexicographical work, particularly if the new 
edition prepared for the end of 2014 (twenty-third edition) retains 
ideological elements detected in the 2001 edition (twenty-second 
edition). This study explores the macro- (list of headwords) and the 
microstructure (definitions and register marks) from discourse analysis 
and it verifies the low number of improvements have been made to 
reduce this subjectivity.

Key words. Spanish lexicography, dictionary and ideology, discourse 
analysis, Royal Spanish Academy, prostitution’s lexicon.
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LexicogrAphy spAnish And LAtin AmericAn spAnish

Luz Fernández Gordillo

AbstrAct. The domain that was exercised by the Royal Spanish Academy 
on non academic dictionaries, mainly in the treatment of the spanish 
of the spanish-speaking Latin-american countries, along with the 
evolution that took the Latin-american spanish, prevented a substantial 
progress in the overall spanish lexicography at both sides of the 
Atlantic, which broke with the emergence of national dictionaries, the 
peninsular spanish and Mexican spanish, during the twentieth century, 
and the national of argentinian spanish, during the XXI. Knowledge 
of this situation and the assessment of dictionaries, particularly as 
containers of social memory and cultural values of a community, is the 
main contribution of this article.

Key words. monolingual lexicography, academic dictionary, national 
dictionary, Latin-american spanish dictionary, general language 
dictionary.

on the seLf-KnowLedge of the spAnish Lexicon of mexico. epitome

Octavio Cano Silva 

AbstrAct. In our paper we tackle the topic of the knowledge of Mexican 
Spanish vocabulary through several types of dictionaries registering it. 
We make an historical overview recalling the impact of Spanish on the 
autochthonous people, as well as some remarks on the influence of the 
Castillian norm, as the leading norm, on Mexican Spanish. We also offer 
points of analysis for the knowledge of the privative and we analyze 
the theoretical tendencies of actual lexicography in registering Mexican 
Spanish.

Key words. Lexicography, dialectal, integral, mexicanisms, culture.
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AnALysis consuLtAtions of mexico spAnish dictionAry onLine

Alfonso Medina Urrea 

AbstrAct. In this study, frequencies and geographic and temporal 
dispersions of queries made, between August 2012 and September 
2013, to the online Dictionary of Mexican Spanish are examined. They 
are used to compute an index that allows selection of those queries that 
are most common in more places and during the longest time span. On 
the one hand, the statistical basis that led to this dictionary’s current 
nomenclature can be evaluated by means of this index. On the other 
hand, unanswered queries with highest index values can be considered 
candidates for future nomenclatures.  

Key words. Dictionary of Mexican Spanish, lexical acquisition, query 
frequency, query’s geographical dispersion, query’s temporal dispersion.

reificAtion As A recognition obLivion. notes for A review of the ideA

of reificAtion of AxeL honneth

Martín Fleitas González

AbstrAct. This work aims at analyzing the scopes and limitations of the 
reformulation which Axel Honneth proposed of the idea of reification 
during his Tanner lectures in 2005. In order to defend the contributions 
which a concept of reification as forgetfulness of recognition may 
embrace, Honneth´s proposal is rebuilt as opposed to the great number 
of objections it has received. The central argument here is to show that 
the weaknesses of Honneth´s reification have to do with the weaknesses 
of his “receptive model” of recognition. As a consequence this work 
explores the possibility of substituting the Honnethian concept of 
recognition with an onthological-analytical one to outline then the 
scope of a reification understood as gradual moments of amnesia.

Key words. Reification, forgetfulness, recognition, Axel Honneth, amnesia.
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Logicism And AnALyticity. frege And cArnAp, two LogiciAns proposALs

Jesús Jasso Méndez

AbstrAct. Different research programs in philosophy have defined 
the notions of analyticity and apriority. Contemporary perspectives: 
Boghossian (2000), Peacocke (2000), Kitcher (1980, 2000), Horwich 
(2000) —just to mention some cases— face the problem of defining 
the extension of such concepts. The purpose of this paper is: to 
offer the reader, in a single useful article, a fine and delimited analysis 
of the paradigmatic logicist definition of analyticity that cause the 
contemporary discussions: Frege (1879, 1874) and ii. Carnap (1935, 
1947). In this way, the reader will have the conceptual tools to follow 
properly the classical and contemporary controversy available on 
this matter, in philosophy of language, philosophy of logic and the 
epistemology.

Key words. Semantics, Analyticity, Apriority, Logicism, Frege, Carnap

emiLe durKheim And the socioLogicAL theory of Action

Federico Lorenc Valcarce 

AbstrAct. The problem of human action in the Durkheimian sociological 
theory has often been ignored. This article intends to address this 
problem. To do this, I first introduce a simple but radical analysis of 
the main concepts of Durkheim’s sociology —social fact, collective 
representations, morality— to find there some elements of a theory of 
social action, then try to reconstruct how the author uses some categories 
within the semantics of action (motive, means, purpose, effort, desire, 
intention), and finally present selected concrete analysis that are rarely 
considered as elements of a theoretical discourse, but may serve as a 
reference to enrich the general outlines of the theory of action.

Key words. Durkheim, action, sociological theory, norms, representations.
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pubLic poLicies to second order in LAtin AmericA

Arturo Vallejos-Romero y Patricio Valdivieso 

AbstrAct. This article discusses the complexities faced social by public 
policies to give satisfactory answers in the context of societies functionally 
differentiated. From the approximation of the theory of social systems 
argues for second order policies that facilitate transformation processes 
and social actors that works according to their own logic of operation. It 
illustrates the problems of the first order approximations, command and 
control, with the Latin American and Chilean experience in particular.

Key words. Public Policies, Second Order Intervention, Latin America

recreAte reALity: the emergence of ethnogrAphic fiLm At the AcAdemy

Olatz González Abrisketa 

AbstrAct.  This paper discusses the emergence of ethnographic film 
in the academy as a conceptual encouragement for Anthropology and 
identifies resistances to quality filmmaking framed in this discipline. It 
argues that ethnographic filmmaking should put the specificity of film 
activity before any pedagogical or illustrative aims. In short, it believes 
that reality must precede the search for meaning.

Key words. Anthropology, Documentary, Ethnographic Cinema, 
Meaning, Reality
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being for deAth: the ecstAtic time And time memory

Rosaura Martínez Ruiz

AbstrAct. The fundamental concern analyzed in this paper is the 
question concerning a time that occidental philosophy as metaphysics 
has historically overlooked: the future. I start from looking at Heidegger’s 
analysis of temporality that the existential analysis of Dasein unveils 
and that he names “ecstatic time”, the time of Derrida’s différance as 
displacement and, finally, the time of psychic memory that Freud 
recognizes as après-coup, since all these three temporal phenomena are 
paradigmatic to think time as possibility besides presence. 

Key words. Ecstatic temporality, memory, Derrida’s phenomenology, 
Freudian psyche, dead.


